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The idea is not to create another
textbook.

u Low cost
u Grass roots
u Contemporary
u Open, i.e. modifiable, flexible, adaptable
u Dialogic
u Reflects students’ realities
u Shows respect for the student as creator of knowledge
u Empowers students as independent learners



I: Student-generated practice
sentences and homework

u At home: students write their own sentences practicing what was modelled in class.
u Recycling in class: generating practice sentences, correcting each other
u Must provide: what verbs, tenses, preposiciones, topics, themes, etc.
u SCAFFOLDING: tell students what to look for, how to mark errors, how to transform

the sentences into a more complex form, etc.

Example: teaching the subjunctive when talking about the future.

Students write sentences about the future, then combine them using certain
connector words, then converting one verb in the sentence to the subjunctive.



II: Peer evaluation

u Based on principles of performative assessment
u During presentations, students listen and provide feedback.



III: Imitation of master works
u Module: “El viaje definitivo” (Juan Ramón Jiménez)







IV: Students teaching students
u In the last two weeks of class, students are covering the remaining

grammer topics with professor guidance



Benefits and Considerations

u Connection
u Motivation
u Attendance
u Independence
u Meta-cognition (for teacher and student)

u Incompatible with flipped classroom
u May need to supplement with exercises

u Difficult when students are absent



Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed

u They call themselves ignorant and say the “professor” is the one who has 
knowledge and to whom they should listen. The criteria of knowledge imposed 
upon them are the conventional ones. …Almost never do they realize that 
they, too, “know things” they have learned in their relations with the world and 
with other women and men. 



u Attempting to liberate the oppressed without their reflective 
participation in the act of liberation is to treat them as objects which 
must be saved from a burning building; it is to lead them into the 
populist pitfall and transform them into masses which can be 
manipulated. 


